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This memorandum summarizes an evaluation of the potential Spokane Community College extension for the
Spokane Central City Line (CCL) Project. The extension builds off an Alternatives Analysis (AA) process
undertaken by the Spokane Transit Authority and the City of Spokane, completed in 2011. During that time
STA and its partners evaluated options for and selected the Spokane CCL’s Locally Preferred Alternative
(LPA) which is an electric trolley bus known as the Modern Electric Trolley (MET) connecting historic
Browne’s Addition and Gonzaga University in the University District via downtown Spokane. This LPA was
unanimously adopted by the STA Board of Directors and the Spokane City Council in 2011.
The purpose of the CCL project is to define a high‐quality transit corridor that will:


Serve Central City Spokane and increase transit ridership to, from, and among existing and emerging
activity areas in the downtown core;



Help stimulate development in downtown Spokane in a manner that supports local and regional
land‐use goals, objectives, and plans; and



Maximize regional support of and investment in the transportation system, while being
environmentally sensitive and garnering broad public support.

The transit mode is a rubber‐tire technology using electric power from overhead catenary wires (generally
suspended from roadside posts) using spring‐loaded trolley poles. The line is categorized as a High
Performance Corridor that would provide an enhanced level of service compared to conventional bus
routes, as it would operate at high frequencies throughout the day with greater travel time reliability and
offer substantial stations with off‐board fare collection and other features generally associated with light
rail, streetcar, or bus rapid transit systems.
Since that time, STA has explored the feasibility of extending the CCL LPA from the current eastern terminus
at Gonzaga University towards the Spokane Community College (SCC) campus. This 2.1‐mile potential
extension is intended to serve additional neighborhoods in central Spokane such as Logan and Chief Garry
Park, and provide access to community destinations including the community college, Heath Park, Mission
Park and Chief Garry Park. It would continue north from the currently planned terminus at North Cincinnati
Avenue and East Boone Street towards East Mission Avenue, and then follow East Mission Avenue to
Spokane Community College.
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Summary of Results

The potential LPA extension to SCC was evaluated against the project’s key objectives. These objectives, and
the performance measures used to evaluate the effectiveness of the potential extension, is shown in Table 1
below.
Table 1
Evaluation Framework
Objective/
Criteria

Measures

A. Increase the effectiveness and efficiency of transit within Central City Spokane
Travel time

Actual travel time between selected central city locations
Perceived travel time between selected central city locations

Ridership potential

Likely ridership response

Ease of use

Ability of new and infrequent riders to understand the service and find stops

Reliability of service

Ability of transit service to be maintained in the event of scheduled or unscheduled
events or severe weather conditions

Accommodation of
growth

Ability of mode to serve new land‐use changes in the central city area

Efficiency of the transit
network

Travel‐time savings for the existing system

Ability of mode to accommodate growth in demand

B. Provide improved transit connections to, from, and between Central City activity areas
Transit accessibility

Number of major activity centers served
Number of residential units located within ¼ mile of the alternative
Number of jobs located within ¼ mile of the alternative

Pedestrian
accessibility

SPOKANE CENTRAL CITY LINE

Number of significant pedestrian barriers crossed
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Objective/
Criteria

C.

Measures

Support and help stimulate new central city development and redevelopment

Potential to create jobs
and business
opportunities

Urban form and
activity

Number of districts identified by the City of Spokane as priority job‐creation areas
(City‐designated Targeted Area Developments, or TADs)
Percentage of parcels within ¼ mile of the alternative that are considered
“developable but underutilized”
Increased pedestrian activity at street level

D. Comply with and support local and regional adopted goals, objectives, and plans
Land‐use plans and
economic
development goals

Consistency with the City of Spokane’s Comprehensive Plan

Transportation plans

Consistency with Spokane Transit Authority’s High Performance Transit Network Plan

Support of Targeted Area Development Districts

Consistency with Metropolitan Transportation Plan
E.

Optimize fiscal investments in Central City transit infrastructure and service

Affordability

Projected capital cost
Projected operating cost

Availability of funding

Potential capital cost funding source(s)
Potential operating cost funding source(s)

Leverage
F.

Potential to leverage other public/private investments

Optimize the engineering design and environmental sensitivity of the project

Environmental impacts

Number of parcels of land directly affected by the project
Number of historic properties potentially adversely affected
Number of 4(f) properties potentially impacted
Number of noise‐sensitive land uses adjacent to the alternative

Equity

Approximate number of low‐income persons within ¼ mile of the alternative
Approximate number of persons of a minority race or ethnicity within ¼ mile of the
alternative
Approximate number of transit‐inclined1 persons within ¼ mile of the alternative

Constructability

Number of new river crossings needed
Major design considerations

Energy conservation

Reduction in greenhouse gases

1 Transit inclination was calculated using five demographic variables: population density, auto ownership, median household index, number of
households with children aged 5 to 17 years, and number of households aged above 65 years. More information is available in the Spokane Central
City Transit Alternatives Analysis: Travel Market Assessment, available under separate cover.
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The objectives in Table 1 were developed by the project’s Sounding Board – a citizen‐based advisory group
established to support the LPA effort. The rest of this memo is organized by project objective, briefly
describing the methodology and datasets used for each evaluation measure and summarizing the overall
findings. More information on findings is available in the LPA Extension Alternatives Evaluation Matrix
(Appendix A). A supplemental environmental evaluation is included as Appendix B.

Objective A: Increase Effectiveness and Efficiency of Transit within Central City Spokane
For Objective A, the project team evaluated the extension’s ability to improve transit efficiency and
effectiveness as measured by:


Transit travel time



Ease of use



Reliability, and



Accommodation of future growth.

Findings for the possible LPA extension include:
The extension would decrease travel times to or from destinations in the corridor to other locations in the
STA transit network based on preliminary estimates due to the increased service frequency and reliability,
greater duration of service, increased access to the STA Plaza transfer center and reductions in travel time
along the CCLP corridor. These service improvements and other enhancements such as distinctive branding,
off‐board fare payment, level all‐door boarding, readily‐identifiable stations and simplified wayfinding are
expected to make the service easy to use and increase ridership along the corridor.
However, the increased stop spacing compared to conventional bus routes may increase walk access time to
and from stations. In addition, trips that originate or terminate outside of the CCLP corridor would require a
connection at STA Plaza which will likely increase travel time and complexity. Coordinating timed transfers
from the CCLP to other services at STA Plaza will help minimize the out‐of‐vehicle wait time, or “transfer
penalty”, for riders.
Because the corridor is relatively uncongested, the CCL is expected to run in mixed traffic with potential
treatments such as queue jump lanes at intersections and transit signal priority placed in strategic locations
to ensure the service is reliable. However, freight trains at the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) crossing
on Mission Avenue near Perry Street could potentially impact travel times for 1‐2 CCLP trips per day. Existing
STA service on Mission Avenue is already impacted by this crossing.
Based on the assessment above, the LPA extension is believed to sufficiently meet the intent of this
objective. However, ridership estimations are underway which will be able to more specifically address this
objective. When that information is available it will be added into this section of the evaluation. It is
recommended that any final determination on whether to extend the LPA wait for specific ridership
estimates.

Objective B: Provide Improved Transit Connections to, from, and between Central City
Activity Areas
For Objective B, the team evaluated how the potential LPA extension would serve existing activity areas and
targeted future activity areas within Spokane’s Central City area (including the area served by the
extension), and potential improvements to pedestrian accessibility.
The potential LPA extension would serve three identified activity areas that would function as major
ridership generators: Gonzaga University (also served by the existing LPA), the Mission Park/Witter Aquatics
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Faciliy/Avista Campus complex, and SCC. Within ¼ mile of the corridor, an estimated 2,500 dwelling units
and 5,500 jobs currently exist and an additional 200 dwelling units and 2,000 jobs are estimated by 2040,
according to the Spokane Regional Transportation Commission’s travel model data. In addition, the
alternative crosses several pedestrian barriers, including the Spokane River and the BNSF railroad line.
Based on the findings above, the team finds that the LPA extension would meet the intent of Objective B.

Objective C: Support and Help Stimulate New Central City Development and
Redevelopment
For Objective C, the team evaluated the extension based on potential to serve areas of targeted growth and
future development as defined by the City of Spokane. The team also looked at potential redevelopment as
defined by identifying underdeveloped parcels along the corridor. They also looked at potential for
pedestrian improvements and the quality of the existing pedestrian infrastructure.
The LPA extension appears to provide opportunities for redevelopment, as it serves the University District
Revitalization Area, identified by the City of Spokane as a location prioritized for job creation. In addition,
more than 10 percent of the land within the study area is classified as vacant or underutilized, based on an
analysis of parcels provided by the City of Spokane and supplemented through field visits.
The alternative also has the potential to improve the pedestrian environment along the corridor, particularly
on Mission Avenue from Perry Street to the Spokane Community College where there is no buffer between
the sidewalk and the roadway, contributing to a perceived lack of safety. Conditions are particularly poor on
the Mission Avenue Bridge due to narrow sidewalks and absence of buffer. However, opportunities for
sidewalk improvement as part of parcel redevelopment is limited as most residential areas along Mission
Avenue are fully developed. The majority of vacant lots within the study are located directly across from the
community college, and at the Greene Street/Mission Avenue commercial area.
As a result of the findings above, the potential LPA extension is believed to meet the intent of this objective.

Objective D. Comply with and Support Local and Regional Adopted Goals, Objectives, and
Plans
For Objective D, the team assessed the potential LPA extension’s compliance with adopted local land use
and transportation plans and policies.
The extension to SCC is compatible with applicable policies from the City of Spokane’s Comprehensive Plan
(2012) and the SRTC’s 2011‐2035Metropolitan Transportation Plan. It is also consistent with the STA’s High
Performance Transit Network as it provides high‐quality service on Routes G5 (from Boone Avenue to
Mission Avenue on Crestline Street) and G7 (from Crestline Street to SCC on Mission Avenue) within the
network.
As a result, the potential LPA extension is found to meet the intent of this objective.

Objective E: Optimize Fiscal Investments in Central City Transit Infrastructure and Service
For Objective E, the team evaluated the costs and potential funding sources for the LPA extension.
The MET vehicles proposed for the CCLP are envisioned as articulated electric trolleybuses that would carry
between 50‐90 passengers depending on the transit vehicle chosen. In comparison, the 40‐foot vehicles that
make up the majority of STA’s bus fleet currently seat 40 passengers (STA also has some 60‐foot articulated
SPOKANE CENTRAL CITY LINE
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vehicles in their fleet for high‐performing routes). Because the MET is likely to feature more standing room
than conventional buses, it is likely that operating costs for the CCLP could be less than conventional buses
on a passenger‐per‐mile basis. However, investment in electric traction power infrastructure would increase
initial capital and ongoing maintenance costs. The original LPA AA estimated that the MET mode would cost
$6‐12 million/mile to construct.
In addition, it is anticipated that the extension would require a greater local match to receive FTA Small
Starts funding. Under the current Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP‐21) transportation
authorization, projects can only apply for Small Starts if total capital cost is below $250 million and the total
federal request is less than $75 million.2 The FTA evaluates project benefits against the requested federal
share of the project, rather than the overall capital cost. Projects must also request a federal match of 50
percent or below to receive a Local Financial Commitment rating of High.3
Cost estimates for the LPA extension are currently underway. This information is expected in December
2013 and is needed before the team can assess whether the potential extension meets the intent of this
objective.

Objective F: Optimize the Engineering Design and Environmental Sensitivity of the Project
For Objective F, the team assessed the potential environmental impacts, equity impacts, and constructability
for the potential LPA extension. The team also evaluated how the extension would address energy
conservation. More information is available in the Supplemental Environmental Analysis (Appendix B).
The alternative is expected to have minimal direct property impacts along the LPA extension as the MET
vehicles would travel in mixed traffic entirely within the existing roadway on Mission Avenue and Cincinnati
Street. There are also likely minimal indirect impacts on nearby park, recreation, and historic resources
classified under Section 4(f) of the US Department of Transportation (DOT) Act. According to data provided
by the Spokane Historic Preservation Office, the potential LPA extension alignment is located within the
Mission Avenue Historic District, directly adjacent to 10 contributing buildings, as well as to one building
individually eligible or listed on a local, state or national register. Also, a substantial number of historic
properties along the alignment have not been properly documented under Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966. However, there are no anticipated adverse impacts on these
properties due to the service operations within existing right of way, and anticipated flexibility in locating
traction power poles and substations. There are seven additional 4(f) resources within the study area,
including Heath, Mission, and Chief Garry parks, as well as Centennial Trail, Tuffy’s Trail and the Witter
Aquatics Facility. The extension would need to be designed to avoid excessive impacts to several noise‐
sensitive land uses adjacent to the CCLP, including residential neighborhoods along Mission Avenue, local
schools and colleges, Section 4(f) resources and one church.
The LPA extension would serve project equity goals, based on demographic data from the 2007‐2011
American Community Survey (ACS). The potential LPA extension serves several block groups near Gonzaga
University that show a very high inclination for transit ridership (see Figure 1). In addition, approximately 47
percent of the population within the study are below the poverty line and approximately 22 percent are
minority, which is higher than both the citywide and regional average (16 percent and 13 percent
respectively).
Based on the project team’s assessment, the extension is likely to be feasible to construct. Traffic congestion
along the existing roadways (mainly Cincinnati and Mission) is not forecasted to be high, although the
2 http://www.fta.dot.gov/documents/MAP‐21_Fact_Sheet_‐_Fixed_Guideway_Capital_Investment_Grants.pdf
3 http://www.fta.dot.gov/documents/NewStartsPolicyGuidance.pdf
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intersection of Cincinnati Street and Sharp Avenue experiences minor congestion today which is expected to
worsen over time. Mature street trees along Cincinnati Street and Mission Avenue may present conflicts
with catenary infrastructure, which could result in some tree removal. No new river crossings are required
as the extension could use the existing Mission Avenue Bridge. Some modifications to the bridge roadway
are anticipated to accommodate MET vehicles within travel lanes (currently the bridge has 11‐foot travel
lanes). Moreover, the project team has determined that the bridge deck overhangs may need to be
strengthened to allow MET vehicles. In additional, deck reconfiguration may be necessary to accommodate
lateral clearances and catenary equipment.
There is an existing at‐grade active railroad crossing owned by BNSF on Mission Avenue at Perry Street.
Currently, the crossing has only one daily train movement at 10 miles per hour, and has no crossing gates for
traffic control. If the LPA was extended to SCC, MET vehicles and related infrastructure, such as catenary,
would have to cross this location. However, the maximum height of trolleybus poles (17‐23 feet) are below
the minimum clearance standards set by BNSF (26.5 feet). Therefore, the project team would need to
engage with BNSF and potential transit vehicle manufacturers about potential engineering solutions to
increase the trolleybus pole height, or pursue a design exception to the minimum clearance standards4.
If negotiations with BNSF during the design phase proved unsuccessful, other technologies, such as battery
power or raising/lowering the height of the catenary at the immediate area of the crossing are possible.
A planned above‐grade crossing of the Centennial Trail at Mission Avenue in the immediate vicinity of the
BNSF crossing will require ongoing coordination with the City of Spokane to ensure the design contains the
required height clearance for catenary wire in this location.
The CCLP’s use of hydroelectric power would increase energy conservation compared to the existing diesel
bus fleet. Furthermore, improved transit patronage (based on ridership analysis) along the route are
anticipated to result in modest decreased greenhouse gas emissions from increased travel mode split.
Based on the findings above, the project team anticipates that the potential LPA extension would sufficiently
meet the intent of this objective; however, several issues (described in the paragraphs above) would require
further design investigation when the project moves into the Preliminary Engineering (PE) phase.

Next Steps

Once cost and ridership estimates have been established for the potential LPA extension, STA and its
stakeholders will provide a recommendation on whether the LPA should be amended to include the
extension to SCC. If this recommendation is made it would be considered by the STA board of directors in
Winter 2014.

4 Although it is currently too early to pursue a design exception with BNSF, the project team notes that precedents in other cities, such as Dayton,
Ohio, exist where a trolley bus line crosses active railroad tracks with catenary at approximately 22 feet above ground.
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Figure 1: Transit Inclination Index
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Appendix A: Spokane Central City Line: Overview of
Anticipated Environmental Effects
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide background information on anticipated direct, indirect, and
temporary environmental effects from the Spokane Central City Line (CCL) to facilitate a conversation on the
appropriate environmental classification of this project. This information was primarily gathered during the
Alternatives Analysis (conducted from March 2010 through May 2011) and supplemented by data collection
and research conducted in summer 2013. Potential effects to geology and soils and to hazardous materials
have not yet been studied, but are anticipated to be minimal.

Environmental Resource Area
Acquisitions and Displacements

Air quality and greenhouse gases

Cultural resources

Economics

Potential Direct/Indirect Effects


Project would be located primarily within existing
transportation right‐of‐way, though some small
right‐of‐way takes may be needed to facilitate
turns



No displacements of residents or businesses
anticipated



Design work has not yet progressed far enough to
determine specific station locations or locations
for traction power substations. However, station
locations are anticipated to be located primarily
within existing right‐of‐way, and TPSSs are
anticipated to be located on currently vacant
properties.



One or more parcels may be acquired to
construct a maintenance facility. However,
potential locations have been identified that are
not currently in use as a business or residence.



Air quality may improve due to increased transit
ridership and reduced traffic congestion



Spokane is a maintenance area for CO and PM10,
but traffic patterns would not be expected to
increase enough to require hot‐spot analyses



The LPA is adjacent to 69 historic properties, and
the potential LPA extension is adjacent to 112
historic properties. In addition, the LPA and LPA
extension are both within historic districts.



However, initial findings indicate that no adverse
effects to historic properties or historic districts
are anticipated.



No displacements of existing businesses



Increased transit access to downtown business
district would represent a beneficial change
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Potential Temporary Effects


Some property
acquisitions or easements
may be acquired for
construction staging areas,
but specific locations are
not yet determined



Construction activities
may increase dust
particles present in the air,
but best management
practices would be used to
mitigate this



Changes in access to
historic properties during
construction



Changes in access to
existing businesses and
business districts
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Environmental Resource Area

Potential Direct/Indirect Effects

Potential Temporary Effects

Ecosystems



There are no designated sensitive habitat areas
adjacent to the LPA or possible LPA extension



None anticipated

Environmental justice



The LPA and possible LPA extension would serve
low‐income and minority populations, but no
disproportionate high or adverse impacts are
anticipated



No disproportionate
effects anticipated

Land Use



Direct effects would likely include a small
conversion of land from residential or commercial
use to transportation right of way



Use of land for
construction staging



Project is compatible with all existing land use
and transportation plans



Redevelopment could be a potential indirect
effect, but would be compatible with land use
plans

Noise and vibration



The LPA is adjacent to approximately 20 noise‐
sensitive receptors. However, noise levels from
the trolleybus are not expected to be
substantially higher than existing buses.



Typical construction noise

Parks and recreational resources,
section 4(f), and section 6(f)



The LPA would be adjacent to the following parks:
Coeur D’Alene Park, South Maple Street Parkway,
Riverside‐Cedar Parkway, Riverfront Park



None anticipated



The possible LPA extension would be adjacent to
Mission Park and Chief Garry Park



Although all parks are considered section 4(f)
properties, neither the LPA nor the possible LPA
extension would directly acquire property from
any park or recreational facility, and therefore no
4(f) uses are anticipated.

Public services, safety, and security



No substantial effects to the provision of
emergency services anticipated



Traffic detours during
construction could
potentially affect
emergency services

Social Impacts, Community Facilities,
and Neighborhoods



Several community facilities are located adjacent
to the LPA and possible LPA extension. However,
none are expected to be directly or indirectly
affected.



Potential changes in
access to community
facilities during
construction

Transportation



Traffic congestion would be expected to decrease





No direct effects to bicycle and pedestrian
facilities

Traffic detours may cause
temporary congestion



The LPA and possible LPA extension are not
anticipated to substantially alter the visual quality
of the existing area



Construction equipment
may have a temporary
effect on visual quality

Visual and aesthetic resources
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Environmental Resource Area

Potential Direct/Indirect Effects

Potential Temporary Effects

Water resources



The LPA would cross the Spokane River via the
Spokane Falls bridge but is not anticipated to
increase the amount of stormwater runoff
beyond what is currently created by buses. The
LPA extension would use an additional crossing of
the Spokane River on the Mission Avenue bridge
but would similarly not be expected to increase
stormwater runoff.



None

Wetlands



Neither the LPA nor the possible LPA extension
would directly impact wetlands



None
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Appendix B: Supplemental
Environmental Analysis

Spokane Central City Transit Project
Supplemental Environmental
Project Description
STA is proposing high performance transit between Gonzaga University and the well‐established
neighborhood of Brown’s Addition via Spokane’s downtown core. For this effort, high‐performance transit
is defined as: frequent, reliable, all‐day mass transit service. The selected mode is the Modern Electric
Trolley – a rubber‐tire technology using electric power from overhead catenary wires (generally suspended
from roadside posts) using spring‐loaded trolley poles. The trolley system would include trolleybuses, right‐
of‐way improvements, overhead trolley wire, electric substations, stations/amenities, signal technology and
systems, and a trolleybus maintenance facility. Trolleybus capacity is 50‐90 persons and travels at a
maximum operating speed of 40 mph. Trolley buses have quiet operation and acceleration, no street‐level
emissions, are a green‐mode if electric power is from a non‐carbon source, and are efficient on steep hills.
The selected route is called the “Locally Preferred Alternative” (LPA), and it was unanimously adopted in
2011 by Spokane Transit Authority (STA) Board of Directors and the Spokane City Council. An LPA extension
going from Gonzaga University to Spokane Community College (SCC) is under consideration, and this
memorandum focuses on supplemental environmental information on only that extension (Figure 1,
Attachment A). Another memo will provide supplemental environmental information for the LPA in its
entirety.
The purpose of the high‐performance transit system, including the LPA extension, is to:


Serve Central City Spokane and increase transit ridership to, from, and among existing and emerging
activity areas in the Spokane downtown area



Provide connections to activity centers on the perimeter of the Spokane downtown core area



Help stimulate development in downtown Spokane that supports local and regional land‐use goals,
objectives, and plans



Maximize regional support of and investment in the transportation system, while being
environmentally sensitive and garnering broad public support

Background

The purpose of this technical memorandum is to gather supplemental data for Section 4(f) historic and park
properties and for environmental justice considerations to determine the level of effort required to provide
documentation that will support the Federal Transit Authority’s (FTA) determination of environmental class
of action as per the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) (23 C.F.R. 771.115). STA anticipates that the
project will qualify for a Categorical Exclusion (CE) classification under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) because it will take place largely within existing right‐of‐way and currently serves as an active transit
corridor.

Section 4(f) Preliminary Determination
Methodology

The GIS layer for parks by the City of Spokane, and supplemental information found on the City of Spokane’s
Parks and Recreation department website (http://spokaneparks.org) was used to determine the location
and use of parks with respect to the LPA extension. Communication with the City’s Park Director and
Operations and Division Manager was conducted to determine park properties that are considered
significant 4(f) properties and eligible for protection under Section 4(f). Furthermore, eligible historic
properties were included in the evaluation because they are part of a Section 4(f) analysis.
The United States Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (49 USC 303) states that transportation
agencies cannot approve the use of land from publicly owned parks, recreational areas, wildlife and
waterfowl refuges, or public and private historical sites unless the following conditions apply: 1) There is no
feasible and prudent alternative to the use of the land, and 2) The action includes all possible planning to
minimize harm to the property resulting from use.
A determination was made for each Section 4(f) property for the likelihood of permanent, temporary and
constructive use. Permanent use occurs when land is permanently incorporated into a transportation facility
(23 CFR § 774.17). A permanent incorporation of land occurs when there is any taking of land from within
the boundary of a Section 4(f) property, even if the amount taken is small. If the amount of land is very
small, a de minimis impact determination may be appropriate (AASHTO, 2009). For parks, recreation areas,
and wildlife and waterfowl refuges, a de minimis impact is one that will not adversely affect the features,
attributes, or activities qualifying the property for protection under Section 4(f) (23 CFR § 774.17). For
historic properties, a de minimis impact is based on findings made in the Section 106 consultation process.
Specifically, 1) The consulting parties identified in accordance with 36 CFR part 800 must be consulted; and
2) The Administration must receive written concurrence from the pertinent State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) or Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO), and from the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP) if participating in the consultation process, in a finding of “no adverse effect” or “no
historic properties affected” in accordance with 36 CFR part 800. The Administration shall inform these
officials of its intent to make a de minimis impact determination based on their concurrence in the finding of
“no adverse effect” or “no historic properties affected (23 CFR § 774.5(b)(1)(i and ii).
Temporary use of a Section 4(f) property may trigger the application of 23 CFR §774.13(d), which requires
meeting five conditions to determine that a temporary occupancy does not rise to the level of being a use
for purposes of Section 4(f):
1. Duration must be temporary (i.e., less than the time needed for construction of the project, and
there should be no change in ownership of the land)
2. Scope of work must be minor (i.e., both the nature and the magnitude of the changes to the Section
4(f) property are minimal
3. There are no anticipated permanent adverse physical impacts, nor will there be interference with
the protected activities, features, or attributes of the property, on either a temporary or permanent
basis
4. Land being used must be fully restored (i.e., the property must be returned to a condition which is
at least as good as that which existed prior to the project)
5. There must be documented agreement of the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f)
resource regarding the above conditions

Constructive use exists only if the proposed project’s proximity effects—noise, visual, atmospheric, or
access—would substantially impair the protected features, activities, or attributes of the Section 4(f)
property. A constructive use can occur only in the absence of permanent incorporation of land into a
transportation facility. The FHWA and FTA regulations list several examples of situations that are presumed
to result in constructive use (23 CFR § 774.15(e)). No constructive use has been identified for Section 4(f)
properties analyzed in this study area.
Potential permanent and temporary uses of 4(f) properties were assessed based on an understanding of the
preliminary project description, viewing Google Earth aerials and Map Quest, and making observations while
walking the proposed extended route.

Section 4(f) Properties

Park and Recreation Properties

Section 4(f) park and recreation properties were identified within a 0.25 mile buffer along the LPA extension
route. The seven significant 4(f) park and recreation properties evaluated for determination of potential use
are shown in Table 1:
TABLE 1
Significant Section 4(f) Park and Recreation Properties
LPA Extension
Section 4(f) property

Parcel No.

Address

Heath Park

35085.0012

613 E. Mission Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202

Mission Park

35171.0901

1208 E. Mission Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202

Witter Aquatics Facility

35162.0701

1414 E. Mission Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202

Centennial Trail

35171.1001

1414 E. Mission Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202

Tuffy’s Trail

35093.0007

2002 E. Upriver Drive, Spokane, WA 99202

Stevens Elementary School Playground

35162.0302

1717 E. Sinto Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202

Chief Garry Park

35151.0101
35161.0201

2515 E. Sinto Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202

A recreational property that was within the 0.25 mile buffer area that was identified as non‐significant was
the Mission Avenue Parkway (Photo 1, Attachment B). Mission Avenue Parkway is a parkway from Division
Street to Perry Street in the Logan neighborhood. It consists of approximately 3.3 acres of a treed median.
Because of its small size and limited recreational use, it was considered a non‐significant Section 4(f)
property (Madunich, 2013a). It may be impacted because of the potential need to take right‐of‐way at the
intersection of Mission Avenue and Cincinnati Street for trolleybuses that need sufficient space to turn at
this ninety degree corner. Because the Mission Avenue roadway is wide, the right‐of‐way take, if any, should
be minor. Since this park is designated non‐significant by the City, there are no permanent or temporary 4(f)
uses of the Mission Avenue Parkway.
As shown in Table 1 the remaining park properties identified in the buffer include Heath Park, Mission Park,
Witter Aquatics Facility, Centennial Trail, Tuffy’s Trail, Stevens Elementary School playground, and Chief
Garry Park, which are considered significant 4(f) properties (Madunich, 2013b and Richardson); see Figures
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Attachment A. A description of these properties and the anticipated impacts to
recreational activities are described in more detail below. All of these conclusions are based on the
assumption that the electric substations would not be located on 4(f) properties, or if they are located on
4(f) properties, their location would not interfere with recreational function, purpose, and use of this land.

Also, the City of Spokane is not aware of any Section 6(f) funding from the Land & Water Conservation Fund
Act of 1965 for any of these 4(f) properties (Madunich, 2013c). Furthermore, the proposed trolleybus
maintenance facility is assumed to be located on Washington State Department of Transportation’s
(WSDOT’s) property south of SCC and will have no impacts on 4(f) properties.

Heath Park

Heath Park is adjacent to and north of Saint Aloysius Montessori School, which is located north of Mission
Avenue. The Park is between Standard Street to the west and Dakota Street to the east with Nora Avenue to
the north. It is not on the LPA extension route but is within the 0.25 mile buffer evaluated. The park is used
for both school and public purposes and includes a baseball/softball playfield and a big toy playground.
Because it is not adjacent to the LPA extension route where construction and operational activities would
occur, there is no Section 4(f) use anticipated at Heath Park (Photos 2 and 3, Attachment B).

Mission Park

Mission Park is a City‐owned park with approximately 13.3 acres (Photo 4, Attachment B). It is located
adjacent to and south of Mission Avenue between Superior Street and Perry Street in the Logan
Neighborhood. It is classified as a neighborhood mini‐park that provides a Centennial Trail connection and
universal playground equipment. Amenities include softball/baseball fields, tennis courts, horseshoes, trails,
swimming, splash pads, picnic tables, playground equipment, restrooms, and Spokane River frontage.

Permanent Use
A station is proposed at the intersection of Perry Street and Mission Avenue on City right‐of‐way, and it may
be adjacent to park property. Catenary wires and poles may be installed along the edge of the park on
Mission Avenue right‐of‐way, and they could potentially impact some park tree branches that would need to
be trimmed. Tree trimming throughout this evaluation means trimming‐up tree branches so that all street‐
side branches are above the catenary wires – it does not amount to drastic tree pruning such as tree
topping. The trolleybus station location, tree trimming, and the installation of poles and wires in adjacent
city right‐of‐way would not permanently incorporate any of the recreational property. Mission Park would
maintain the same features, purpose, and recreational activities as before trolleybus system construction.
No permanent use of Mission Avenue Park is anticipated as defined under Section 4(f) (23 CFR 774.17).

Temporary Occupancy
Temporary occupancy would occur during construction. A temporary construction permit would be needed
for trimming park trees; for providing a staging area to construct the adjacent station, install poles/wires
and signal technology systems in adjacent right of way, and possibly conduct utility relocations, and for any
park access disruption or establishment of detours for park access. During construction, there may need to
be controlled access at the vehicular entrance off of the Perry Street and Mission Avenue intersection, or
disruptions to pedestrian movement on the sidewalk adjacent to Mission Park. This might include directing
traffic to a singular lane for park access and departure. Pedestrians may also be detoured around the station
construction area for safety reasons. By providing detours (if necessary), vehicular and pedestrian access
would be provided to Mission Park at all times.
The temporary occupancy does not rise to the level of being a use for purposes of Section 4(f) because:
1. Duration must be temporary with no change in land ownership: The occupancy of Mission Park
will be temporary and there would be no change in land ownership.
2. Scope of work must be minor: The trimming of trees, installing poles and wires and signal
technology systems in adjacent city ROW, and potential for providing vehicular and pedestrian
detours are minor use of the park.
3. No permanent adverse physical impacts. No interference with the protected activities, features,
or attributes of the property on either a temporary or permanent basis: No permanent adverse

physical impacts would occur. Park activities, features and attributes would not be affected by
adjacent station construction, trimming of trees, installing signal technology system, or installing
poles. Public access to the park would be maintained at all times.
4. Land being used must be fully restored (property returned to a condition which is at least as good
as that which existed prior to the project): Ground disturbance is minor to none and any ground
disturbance that might occur, including staging area activities, would be fully restored. Tree
trimming is minor and the nature of trimming conducted would be no more severe than routine
pruning by an arborist.
5. Documented agreement of the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) property regarding
the above conditions: An agreement is necessary and will be obtained from City of Spokane Parks
and Recreation before the 4(f) evaluation is completed.
Location of the construction staging area would be placed so that the Mission Park property would continue
to provide the same function, purpose, and use of park land. Because the temporary use described above
meets all of the conditions set forth in 23 CFR 774.13(d), the Spokane Transit Authority believes that the
impact is so minimal that it does not constitute a use within the meaning of Section 4(f).

Witter Aquatics Facility

Witter Aquatics Facility is a City‐owned water‐park with approximately 3.5 acres (Photo 5, Attachment A). It
is located adjacent to and south of Mission Avenue between the railroad tracks transecting Mission Park and
the Spokane River in the Logan Neighborhood. It is designated a separate park by the City and is classified as
an aquatic center that provides restrooms, food service, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) access,
classrooms, picnic area, 50 meter lanes, and swimming lessons.

Permanent Use
A station is proposed at the intersection of Perry Street and Mission Avenue, which is west of Witter
Aquatics Facility. Catenary wires and poles would be installed in city right‐of‐way along the edge of Witter
Aquatics Facility. The project would not permanently incorporate any of the recreational property.
Therefore, there is no permanent use of the Witter Aquatic Facility as defined under Section 4(f) (23CFR
774.17).

Temporary Occupancy
Temporary occupancy of Witter Aquatics Facility would occur during construction when parkland must be
accessed for tree trimming (trees on Witter Aquatic parkland adjacent to Mission Avenue) or if utilities need
relocating in adjacent city right‐of‐way. No staging area is anticipated on this property. Public access would
be provided at all times because Witter Aquatics Facility has its own separate access that is located east of
Mission Park’s entrance and any station construction occurring near there. Also, because the access is
further east of the Perry Street and Mission Avenue intersection, construction activities related to installing
signal technology would be avoided on this property. Poles and wires would be installed on city right‐of‐way
adjacent to the park.
The temporary occupancy does not rise to the level of being a use for purposes of Section 4(f) because:
1. Duration must be temporary with no change in land ownership: The occupancy of Witter Aquatics
Facility will be temporary and there would be no change in land ownership.
2. Scope of work must be minor: The trimming of trees on park property and utility relocations are
minor use of the park.
3. No permanent adverse physical impacts. No interference with the protected activities, features,
or attributes of the property on either a temporary or permanent basis: No permanent adverse

physical impacts would occur. Park activities, features and attributes would not be affected tree
trimming or utility relocations. Public access to the park would be maintained at all times.
4. Land being used must be fully restored (property returned to a condition which is at least as good
as that which existed prior to the project): Ground disturbance is minor to none and any ground
disturbance that might occur would be fully restored.
5. Documented agreement of the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) property regarding
the above conditions: An agreement is necessary and will be obtained from City of Spokane Parks
and Recreation before the 4(f) evaluation is completed.

Centennial Trail

The Centennial Trail runs through Mission Park on its eastern perimeter (follows the northern Spokane River
bank until it turns directly north where it runs through the park immediately west of the railroad tracks). It
intersects with Mission Avenue immediately east of Perry Street (see Photo 6, Attachment B). This portion of
the Centennial Trail within Mission Park is owned by the City of Spokane. This 12‐foot wide asphalt trail is
used for walking, running, bicycling, skate boarding, rollerblading, bird watching, pet exercising, and other
recreational uses.

Permanent Use
A station is proposed at the intersection of Perry Street and Mission Avenue on city right‐of‐way. Because
the Centennial Trail passes through this vicinity, the station siting would need to avoid the Centennial Trail
but it may be located adjacent to the trail. Catenary wires and poles may be installed along the edge of
Mission Park and the wires may transect the trail ‐‐ the pole locations would avoid the Centennial Trail. The
trolleybus station location, tree trimming, and the installation of poles and wires would not permanently
incorporate any of the recreational property. Therefore, there is no permanent use of the Centennial Trail as
defined under Section 4(f) (23 CFR 774.17).

Temporary Occupancy
No temporary occupancy of the Centennial Trail would occur during construction or operation of the trolley
bus station and system. Trail access would be provided at all times. If necessary, detours would be provided
to avoid trail access disruptions.

Tuffy’s Trail

Tuffy’s Trail is a City‐owned trail that runs along the eastern riverbank of the Spokane River from the Mission
Avenue Bridge to the North Greene Street Bridge. The trail is 6 feet wide at the trailhead north of the
Mission Avenue Bridge (Photo 8, Attachment B) and eventually narrows and joins with the Riverton Avenue
sidewalk in the Chief Garry Neighborhood. The trail is used for walking, running, bicycling, skate boarding,
rollerblading, bird watching, pet exercising, and other recreational uses.

Permanent and Temporary Uses
Because Tuffy’s Trail ends before reaching Mission Avenue and the potential construction and operational
zone for the trolleybus system, no permanent or temporary uses of Tuffy’s Trail from construction or
operation of the trolleybus system on Mission Avenue are anticipated.

Stevens Elementary School Playground

Stevens Elementary School has a playground (Photo 9, Attachment B) that is adjacent to the LPA extension
route on Mission Avenue between Madelia Street and Magnolia Street. The playground is used for school
activities and also provides both organized and walk‐on public recreational activities after school hours
during the week and on weekends for basketball, soccer, softball/baseball, four‐square, and a big toy
playground. A fence separates the playground from the public sidewalk and Mission Avenue right‐of‐way.

Permanent Use
A station is proposed on city right‐of‐way at the southeast corner of the Magnolia Street and Mission
Avenue intersection. Catenary wires and poles may be installed on city right‐of‐way along the edge of
Mission Avenue fronting the playground. Trees trimmed in the vicinity of the school are located in city right‐
of‐way and not on playground property. Constructing and operating the station, and installing poles and
wires would not permanently incorporate any of the recreational property. Therefore, there is no
permanent use of the Stevens Elementary School playground as defined under Section 4(f) (23CFR 774.17).

Temporary Occupancy
No temporary occupancy of the school playground would occur during construction of the trolleybus station
and system. Playground access would be provided at all times through the school’s property.

Chief Garry Park

Chief Garry Park is a City‐owned neighborhood mini‐park with approximately 10.76 acres and is adjacent to
Mission Avenue (Photo 10, Attachment B). Amenities include softball/baseball fields, basketball, horseshoes,
splash pads, picnic tables, playground equipment, and restrooms.

Permanent Use
Stations are proposed at the intersections of Mission Avenue and Cook Street, and Mission Avenue and
Regal Street on city right‐of‐way. These stations may be across the street from park property or on city right‐
of‐way adjacent to Chief Garry Park. The tree trimming, constructing and operating the station, and
installing poles and wires would not permanently incorporate any of the recreational property. Therefore,
there is no permanent use of Chief Garry Park as defined under Section 4(f) (23CFR 774.17).

Temporary Occupancy
Temporary occupancy of Chief Garry Park would occur during trolley bus station construction when parkland
must be accessed for tree trimming (trees on Chief Garry parkland adjacent to Mission Avenue), and
possibly when utilities need relocating or for installing catenary wires and poles on city right‐of‐way adjacent
to the park. Public access to the park would be provided at all times.
The temporary occupancy does not rise to the level of being a use for purposes of Section 4(f) because:
1. Duration must be temporary with no change in land ownership: The occupancy of Chief Garry Park
will be temporary and there would be no change in land ownership.
2. Scope of work must be minor: The trimming of trees on park property and using work space for
relocating utilities or installing catenary wires and poles on adjacent city right‐of‐way is minor use of
the park.
3. No permanent adverse physical impacts. No interference with the protected activities, features,
or attributes of the property on either a temporary or permanent basis: No permanent adverse
physical impacts would occur. Park activities, features and attributes would not be affected tree
trimming, utility relocation or installing catenary wires and poles. Public access to the park would be
maintained at all times.
4. Land being used must be fully restored (property returned to a condition which is at least as good
as that which existed prior to the project): Ground disturbance is minor to none and any ground
disturbance that might occur would be fully restored.
5. Documented agreement of the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) property regarding
the above conditions: An agreement is necessary and will be obtained from City of Spokane Parks
and Recreation before the 4(f) evaluation is completed.

Table 2 lists the significant 4(f) park properties, the type of use expected, and whether the use would be
temporary, permanent or both.
TABLE 2
Section 4(f) Park and Recreation Properties Ownership, Project Activity, and Anticipated Use
LPA Extension
Section 4(f) Property
Ownership

Project Activity

Anticipated Use
Temporary

Permanent

City Parks
Heath Park

None

N/A

N/A

Mission Park

Construction Permit

Yes

None

Centennial Trail

None

None

None

Witter Aquatics Facility

Construction Permit

Yes

None

Tuffy’s Trail

None

N/A

N/A

Chief Garry Park

Construction Permit

Yes

None

None

None

Spokane Public School District 81
Stevens Elementary
School Playground

None

Historic Properties

Mission Avenue Historic District
In addition to parks and recreational areas, historic properties are included in Section 4(f) evaluations.
Mission Avenue Historic District is located on Mission Avenue between Hamilton Street and Lidgerwood
Street. The LPA extension goes through only a small portion of the District, starting at the intersection of
Cincinnati Street and Mission Avenue and going from this intersection to the end of the district boundary
just west of Hamilton Street.
Permanent Use
Minor right‐of‐way acquisition may occur at the intersection of Mission Avenue and Cincinnati Street, which
is within the Mission Avenue Historic District. Sufficient space is necessary for trolleybuses to maneuver
around the 90 degree corner. There are three houses and one apartment building at that intersection. All
three homes are contributing elements to the historic district, so they are equally important. The O’Malley
apartment building provides affordable senior living apartments on the northwest corner. It was built in
1977 and is not contributing to the district. Because Mission Avenue roadway is wide, it is anticipated that
right‐of‐way acquisition would be minor and would not harm the historic nature of the district or the
structures that are within the historic district. There may be minor encroachment upon the yards of these
historic homes located at the northeast, southwest and southeast corners of the intersection, but this
encroachment would not change the features, purpose, and historic characteristics of these properties and
therefore would not be an adverse effect. Because the intersection is wide, right‐of‐way take may be
unnecessary, but should it be necessary, the amount of land acquired would be minimal and use is
anticipated to be de minimis. SHPO concurrence with the finding of “No Adverse Effect” will be required for
the de minimis finding, and will be obtained before the final Section 4(f) evaluation.

Temporary Occupancy
No temporary occupancy of Mission Historic District properties is planned during construction of the trolley
bus station and system. Access would be provided at all times to these properties. Staging may occur in the
district but every attempt would be made to place staging areas in locations that are not contributing
elements to the historic district so that a finding of no adverse effect can be maintained. If that’s not
possible, a re‐evaluation of temporary occupancy would be required.

Heath Mission Avenue House
The Heath House is located at 1017 E. Mission Avenue. The Heath House is a simplified square, two‐story,
wood frame Queen Anne with a one and one‐half story rear extension. It was built in 1890 for Sylvester
Heath, a significant figure in early Spokane. The house was listed on the Spokane Register of Historic Places
in 1984, but is not listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). However, is it likely that the
property will be determined NRHP eligible for this project.
There is no anticipated permanent use or temporary occupancy of this Section 4(f) property.

Avista Building
Avista building is located at 1411 E. Mission Avenue. It was built in 1959 and chosen by Spokane Chapter of
the AIA for outstanding architecture, was a National AIA honor award winner, and was featured in Pacific
Architect & Builder (August 1959). The property also has an important landscape design. It is likely that the
property will be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP for this project.
There is no anticipated permanent use or temporary occupancy of this Section 4(f) property.

Section 4(f) Preliminary Evaluation Conclusion/Summary

The LPA extension will provide operational improvements of an existing transit route on essentially the
same alignment as existing transit routes (Routes 39 and 29). A short segment (3 blocks) on Cincinnati Street
from Boone Avenue to Mission Avenue would be added on to the existing transit route. Minor rights‐of‐way
may be acquired at the intersection of Mission Avenue and Cincinnati Street to provide sufficient space for
trolleybuses turning the ninety degree corner. This right‐of‐way acquisition in the Mission Avenue Historic
District would be very minor, and may not be necessary. This right‐of‐way would not impair the use or
adversely affect the historic nature of these properties. The right‐of‐way may also also take park property
from the Mission Avenue Parkway, a treed median on Mission Avenue, but this park has been designated as
non‐significant by the City. Therefore, these ROW acquisitions within the historic district are expected to be
a de minimis impact on 4(f) properties.
Temporary occupancy would occur during construction at Mission Park, Witter Aquatics Facility and Chief
Garry Park where temporary construction permits would be needed for trimming trees, installing wires and
poles, and possibly conducting utility relocations in city right‐of‐way. Furthermore, temporary occupancy at
Mission Park would include providing a staging area to construct an adjacent station and installing a signal
technology system. The temporary construction permit areas would be returned to pre‐existing landscaped
conditions after the trolleybus system work is completed. Temporary occupancies from construction permits
in the three parks/recreational areas are so minimal that they would not constitute a use within the
meaning of Section 4(f).The City of Spokane Parks and Recreation Department official and School District 81
official with jurisdiction over Section 4(f) resources would need to agree in writing with this conclusion.
Staging may occur in the historic district, but every attempt would be made to place staging areas in
locations that are not contributing elements to the historic district, with the anticipation that there would be
no temporary occupancy. Therefore, the only permanent use would occur at historic properties, and it is
expected to be de minimis.

Section 4(f) Action Items

Because of the potential for acquiring right‐of‐way from Section 4(f) properties at the Mission Avenue and
Cincinnati Street intersection, a Section 4(f) Evaluation should be prepared. It is recommended that the
trolleybus system be designed to avoid acquiring any Section 4(f) properties (historic and park properties)
because under Section 4(f), it must be shown why avoidance wasn’t possible, which is necessary to obtain
NEPA approval. A Section 4(f) Evaluation may still be necessary in the case when all 4(f) properties are
avoided to provide NEPA supporting documentation as to why there would not be an adverse effect for
potential permanent and temporary impacts.
Action items to complete a Section 4(f) Evaluation would include:
1. Reporting on public information meetings that provided an opportunity for the public to comment
on the proposed trolleybus system and any potential use of 4(f) properties. Records of these
meetings are required in the final 4(f) analysis.
2. The final 4(f) analysis will need to include the amount and location of land that would be anticipated
for temporary or permanent use, including right‐of‐way acquisition.
3. The City of Spokane and District 81 would need to sign an agreement that concurs with the de
minimis finding; and conclusions on permanent, temporary and constructive use impacts.
4. The SHPO would need to concur with the finding of No Adverse Effect to historic properties and
must first be informed that their concurrence will be used as a basis for a finding of de minimis
under Section 4(f).
5. All reasonable and appropriate measures to minimize harm to Section 4(f) lands would need to be
incorporated into the project.
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ATTACHMENT B
Photos
Photo 1: Mission Avenue Parkway
Photo 2: Heath Park
Photo 3: Heath Park
Photo 4: Mission Park
Photo 5: Witter Aquatic Park
Photo 6: Centennial Trail
Photo 7: Centennial Trail
Photo 8: Tuffy’s Trail
Photo 9: Stevens Elementary Playground
Photo 10: Chief Garry Park
Photo 11: Northwest corner of Mission Avenue and
Cincinnati Street Intersection
Photo 12: View of Mission Avenue Bridge

Photo 1: Mission Avenue Parkway viewed from the southeast corner of Mission Avenue and Cincinnati Street
intersection. Mission Avenue Parkway is a treed median on Mission Avenue.

Photo 2: Heath Park viewed from southeast corner of the park, looking northwest at the big toy.
Playfield is behind the big toy (green area in the background).

Photo 3: View of the playfield at Heath Park behind the big toy play area.

Photo 4: Mission Park, viewing a gazebo and tennis courts in the background.

Photo 5: Witter Aquatic Park with the swimming pool empty and the waterslide in the background.

Photo 6: Entrance to Centennial Trail immediately east of Perry Street and Mission Avenue intersection. Mission Park
lies to the right of the trail and Witter Aquatic Park is to the left (can’t be seen because it is behind a row trees on the
right edge of the photo. Railroad tracks lie between the trees and Witter Aquatic Park.

Photo 7: Centennial Trail viewed from the northeast corner of Mission Avenue and Perry Street. Note the railroad
tracks between two rows of trees adjacent to the trail on the left side of the photo. Witter Aquatic Park is to the left of
these railroad tracks, and Mission Park is adjacent to the trail and on the right side of the photo.

Photo 8: Tuffy’s Trail at the trailhead north of Mission Avenue Bridge.

Photo 9: Stevens Elementary playground south of Mission Avenue.

Photo 10: Chief Garry Park south of Mission Avenue with basketball court in the background.

Photo 11: Northwest corner of Mission Avenue and Cincinnati Street intersection. Note the approximate 160‐foot
distance to the low‐income housing unit from the street corner if minor ROW take is necessary.

Photo 12: Mission Avenue Bridge on the north side and looking west. View shows the constricted roadway and narrow
sidewalk.

